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For as long as I can remember I’ve struggled with my mental health, I’ve lived my life

surrounded by people who are either ashamed of me or tell me I have nothing wrong. Those in

my life have never been understanding of me, or understood why I do what I do, from self-

harming to starving myself to being full on catatonic, I’ve lived my life in the shadow of the

stigma of mental illness, the stigma that unfortunately my family and friends believed over what

was happening in front of them. Nothing about my story is glamorous, beautiful or anything you

should want or wish upon yourself. Nothing that has happened to me would I want anybody to

go through, I wouldn’t wish this on anybody because my mind feels like a personal full-time

prison, something of which I’ll never be able to move away from, this is with me for life. My mind

gets so loud, the thoughts are screaming at me to do something or nothing. Sometimes I wake

up in a fear of panic seeing those haunting memories replaying over and over in-front of me, I

walk down the street and I think I see those I’ve lost even though I know it’s not really possible.

I wake up crying every night to a point where I’m fearful to close my eyes at night.



The Diary of a Broken Mind“Poetry, Photography, stories, diary entries from my mental health

journey, so far…”Lydia Caitlin WilliamsThis is the story of my life so far, it’s nothing beautiful,

nothing glamourous and nothing you’d expect from me. In this book, I talk openly about my

struggles from childhood to now, somethings in this book may be upsetting but unfortunately,

it’s the stone hard reality of the life I’ve lived. I also speak about how I’ve been failed by the

NHS mental health system and borderline neglected by the services.Legal notice:For legal

reasons names of staff and patients have been changed for the purpose of protecting their

identity/privacy, the only exception for this is where it is impossible to hide the identity due to

previous public information.About the AuthorLydia is a 20-year-old mental health activist on

social media, born 1997, Telford, Shropshire, and currently Living in Preston, Lancashire where

she studies Film Production at the University of Central Lancashire. Lydia has shard the harsh

realities of her life and her difficulties with mental illness online for the past 6 years, she often

talks about how the NHS have side lined her treatment, how she was hospitalized following a

severe attempt on her own life. Lydia also talks about how she not only deals with the stigma of

mental illness but also her family’s views on her mental illness.Lydia regularly speaks about her

complex issues with PTSD, and borderline personality disorder along with other mental illness.

She regularly receives comments on her videos of people thanking her for the support she’s

given them, some have even claimed she helped save their life by showing them that they’re

not alone in dealing with mental illness. She is also an active participant in mental health

awareness campaigns and has worked with a number of Charites with video creation.Early in

2018 Lydia released a documentary on YouTube where she showed the most vulnerable

moments of her life dealing with the symptoms of BPD and the lack of social support she had

around her at the time, which to date has amassed 46.8k views. Lydia has also said how when

she feels ready mentally she’ll release a full-length documentary on how her mental health

began to deteriorate. A unique quirk of Lydia is she’s not afraid to be vulnerable online so she

has hours of videos where she’s dealing with intense emotions, getting blown off by the mental

health teams and the involvement of police within her mental health.I met Lydia a few months

before she began writing this book, when she came to me with the idea she had for the book

and I can say without a doubt I’m so proud and happy that Lydia went through with it, I’m glad I

got to work with Lydia on this and help her with the release of this book. The only things I have

helped with are; grammatical errors, sentence structure and the ordering of the book, this book

was written entirely by Lydia sharing the raw details of her own life and battle with mental

illness. I can say from the bottom of my heart Lydia’s story truly impacts me because of having

a similar experience, my heart goes out to Lydia and those going through anything similar.~

Cathy ~EditorA message from the authorFirst of all, thank you for deciding to buy and read this

book, I’ve spent a lot of time working on this, perfecting it, telling the entire story of my life,

somethings are already some things I’ve never spoken about before. I’ve shared a lot about my

life online, and in my previous book, but even still there are many things I haven’t spoken about

before. In this book, I’m going to be talking about the raw reality of my life with chronic mental

illness.This book wouldn’t be possible without the ongoing support I have from my followers

and viewers.I’ve spent the best part of the last 10 years trying to find out what is wrong with

me, why I can’t just be like “normal” people and while I still don’t definitively know the answer to

that, I’m in a much better position than I was before I started working with the NHS mental

health services. 10 years is half my life, and the fact that I’ve had the same issues since before

then terrifies me, it also shows that anybody at any age can be struggling mentally.I want you



to know that there is always hope and you WILL get through things!Stay safe and stay

STRONG, LydiaIn this bookThe Diary of a Broken MindFor as long as I can remember I’ve

struggled with my mental health, I’ve lived my life surrounded by people who are either

ashamed of me or tell me I have nothing wrong. Those in my life have never been

understanding of me, or understood why I do what I do, from self-harming to starving myself to

being full on catatonic, I’ve lived my life in the shadow of the stigma of mental illness, the

stigma that unfortunately my family and friends believed over what was happening in front of

them.Nothing about my story is glamorous, beautiful or anything you should want or wish upon

yourself. Nothing that has happened to me would I want anybody to go through, I wouldn’t wish

this on anybody because my mind feels like a personal fulltime prison, something of which I’ll

never be able to move away from, this is with me for life, I am a prisoner of my own mind. My

mind gets so loud, the thoughts are screaming at me to do something or nothing. It’s all or

nothing there is no happy medium. There is no escape. My mind is scattered, fractured,

disconnected, I promise you I mean no harm, not to you or anyone else the only person at risk

is myself. I am my own worst nightmare, I tear myself down, ripping everything to a million

pieces. I care too much about everything and everyone but myself. I’ve been lied to, cheated

on, Manipulated, broken, yet somehow its always me in the wrong, it’s me that gets kicked to

the side line, it’s me who has nobody by her side. I’m experiencing my own world of terror.

Coming alive is my worst nightmare, just a lost soul wandering this hell.Sometimes I wake up

in a fear of panic seeing those haunting memories replaying over and over in-front of me, I walk

down the street and I think I see those I’ve lost even though I know it’s not really possible. I

wake up crying every night to a point where I’m fearful to close my eyes at night. The sweat

pours off my body making myself hate myself one little bit more than I did before. The tears

falling from my eyes blends into the sweat dripping from my forehead, I fear falling asleep night

after night in fear of waking up and seeing their face staring back at me, it happens night after

night with nothing to stop it for getting worse and worse. I’ve made this book as a reminder to

keep going even when things get tough to keep pushing forward no matter how impossible the

future seems. This book is full of spoken word, poetry, diary entries and stories of my life. I

wrote this book to show the reality of what living with chronic mental illness is like, how hard it

really is. This book isn’t beautiful, it’s not telling you how you should be it’s a piece of my life

and I’m sharing it with you to hopefully help you know you’re not alone with whatever it is you

are going through. Mental illness is never easy to deal with, it’s even harder when your

alone.I’m in the hospitalI’m in and out of hospital, I feel like my life ultimately leads me in one

direction. I’m currently detained under the mental health act. Hospitals are the place you go to

when your ill, everybody knows that, though not everybody knows this part of the hospital. I’m

in the psychiatric department or as other people may know it as, the nut house, I’m not here

because I’m crazy I’m here because I’m I’ll, because I’m a risk to myself, a risk that can no

longer be managed in the community because my life is at risk. I’ve cut, I’ve starved, I’ve

refused to comply, but at what cost? The cost was my freedom, my rights, my everything...This

book is not an easy read so please don’t expect it to be while I’ve been inpatient I’ve began

selfharming again and I’ve relapsed majorly with my eating disorder. This is not some

glamorous book of what a psych ward is like but rather a collection of my darkest thoughts, my

lowest and private moments. Please only read this if you feel you are in the right mind-set

because you are important, put yourself first!Anybody who’s followed me online for any time

period knows that I’ve been struggling for a while now, on July 1st I made a serious attempt on

my own life which led to me being detained under the mental health act. I’m persistently

Suicidal, I’m always thinking about how I can next choose to hurt myself. I’m quite depressed at



the moment but there is a reason for that, a reason that is revealed in this book...My journey

hasn’t been easy and this book certainly captures the reality of how bad things got for me, I

self-harmed while in a secure unit those things are in this book if that will trigger you then

please do not read any further, for your own safety and well-being, that being said I will not be

held responsible if this book does trigger you, if your triggered easily don’t read it’s

simple.What this book is notThis book has not been made to be an easy read it has not been

made to spread a positive message about the NHS and other mental health system, its been

made as a way of letting go of the past, as a way of showing that it’s okay not to be okay. It

shows the raw reality of what it’s like to live life with a disability.As I’m writing this book I’m still

massively struggling with my mental health, I’m still struggling to get by day by day. I’ve made a

lot of mistakes in my life, I’ve fallen out with a lot of people. My mental health is something I

genuinely struggle with every day and I don’t want people to think that just because I’m writing

a book means I’m better because I’m not if anything after spending almost a year working on

ideas creating this book my mental health has actually gotten a lot worse. Mental health is not

a easy thing to deal with, it can take your life from being reasonable to unbearable. In the

space of a year I’ve become more suicidal to a point where I’m now diagnosed with severe

depression.I just want you to know that you are not alone in this, there is hope, and there is

always support around you.This book is meant to shock you, its meant to show you the raw

reality of how hard life is when you have a certain diagnosis, its supposed to show you that

theres hope even when life seems impossible. I’m sharing my story in this book to show you

how shitty things have been yet I’ve still (somehow) gotten through it.I’m not saying that my life

is all bad because believe me I know its not, I know things could be way worse than they are, I

know that my life has not been as hard as it has for other people, and in no way shape and/or

form am I making this book for your sympathy because believe me, that’s the last thing I

want.My StoryI’ve documented the best part of the past 10 years of my life on YouTube,

however there are things I’ve never spoken about, nobody knows the true extent of my life, my

journey, now my journey has been anything but ordinary (if there even is such a word) and I’m

not going to be sat here writing this sugar coating things, my story goes through trauma,

events that are unthinkable, and it goes of the shocking reality of living life with chronic mental

illness.For a little over five years I’ve been receiving psychiatric treatment for a number of

different mental health issues, though this isn’t where my story starts, in fact my story starts

from the early years though as I have very little memory of this time I won’t be starting there,

I’m going to be starting this off from about the age of 6 this was during a time in my life that I

try not to think about too much because the memories linger and generally send me spiraling

(part of the reason why I haven’t really ever mentioned any of this previously on my YouTube

channel). I spent my entire childhood practically fearing making a breath the wrong way, I got

yelled at, hit, kicked, pushed, shoved, for every little thing possible in theory looking back at it, it

really wouldn’t have mattered what I did it would have happened regardless of what I did. The

impact that this had on my life as a teenager/ adult, well to put it simply it’s made me fear

everything, I’m what some would call a perfectionist- it’s made my everyday life near

impossible, I get very stressed very quickly and unfortunately for me no amount of therapy or

medication will change this and I really wish it could.To put it simply my childhood was

traumatic.I was told from an early age by my family that my behaviors was not normally, that I

needed to stop before someone thought there was something wrong with me, that I was

putting everything on to try and seek attention of someone, at age 7 I used a pencil sharpener

to take the metal off the end of a pencil and used that to cut lines across my chest, my arm, my

mum thought nothing of it and it was brushed off until the school noticed, social services was



called and that got brushed off too, “Make sure you tell them you’re happy and that nothing

happened” those words that came from my mums mouth and at age 20 I’m still too afraid to tell

her how I really feel. It wasn’t until secondary school that I realized it wasn’t normal to get hit

across the face, pushed into corners, kicked, bit, punched, thrown down the stairs. That it was

a coping skill for me to hurt myself after something happened it was my way of releasing the

anger I felt internally, I’ve struggled with self-harm from a young age, and I continue to struggle

with it to this day. Me and my mum only really started to build a relationship of any level after I

left my hometown for university, and even still, I don’t think I’ll ever fully trust her because of

how she treated me as a child. I don’t blame my mum for what my life has become, I don’t

blame her for my mental health and I don’t blame her for kicking me out her house, I was hard

to live with but that was before I started receiving treatment for my mental health. None of it

was her fault, but at the same time none of it was my fault like she claims it is, I never asked to

live my life like this, I never asked to have to take pills to get through a day. I wish she would

realize that my mental health isn’t my fault…Nobody in their right frame of mind wants to have

a mental illness. It makes life unbearable, turns everything into a challenge, this is why I’ve

never understood my mums attitude towards me, I guess I could blame ignorance, but even still

she’s bound to have been exposed to mental health at some point in her life. I try to look it all

from her position but I just can’t work out why I got treated how I got treated, I’ve tried asking

her but every time I try I either get told that I’m imaging it (the scars from everything kind of

contradict this theory) , or that I’m just trying to cause an argument, so I’ve given up asking, it’s

like a huge secret in the house that nobody wants to address, I honestly think she knows she

was wrong but can’t face me to tell me why or even that she’s sorry but then again I’ve never

had an apology from her, in case it wasn’t obvious my mum isn’t the most supportive person

when it comes to my mental health.Going back to my mental health journey, and moving away

from my child hood, I’m going to be talking about my eating disorder, which yes started at a

young age, it started with missing a meal, then two, then three, but that’s not where this part

starts, my story starts when I realized that I had control of my own life when I chose not to eat

(I swear I’ve heard that in a song before…) as a child I always felt out of control, I’d do pretty

much anything to try and get some control in a situation, which was almost never a good thing,

because when I say anything I really do mean anything, and this factor in my opinion is the

singular reason behind what caused me to spiral into anorexia as rapidly as I did.I’m not going

to lie I didn’t really know anything about eating disorders until I was hospitalized and had a

doctor/ psychiatrist come over to me and explain to me what was going on, very simply I was

ignorant, which I really hate admitting but it’s the truth, I didn’t really know much about mental

health until I began receiving treatment and read into everything. Losing weight was only a very

small part of things for me and in actual fact the thought of weight never really came much, I

was more bothered by how I looked I wanted to look as skinny as possible and this is still

something I struggle with, this has been how I am for as long as I can remember, I was

diagnosed with body dysmorphic disorder at age 17, obviously to some degree the numbers

bothered me, they still do, I made a video a little ago where I weighed myself on camera (for

the first time in a few months) and the overall anxiety and fear of the number bought me to

tears.The only difference in me now in comparison to me then is that now I actually eat, I’m still

terrified of food, and it causes me a lot of anxiety, but the important thing is that I’m working on

it. My overall body image is poor, and has been for as long as I can remember, when I last met

with my psychiatrist it was discussed with me that this should be our next primary focus point I

don’t think I could even explain to you how many times I’ve broke down crying over how I look.I

get really bad when people ask me to meet the somewhere because it means that I have to



meet them out in public, and this has only been something that developed after I was assaulted

by a police officer, but that’s not got anything to do with this situation, as someone who gets

incredibly anxious around police, and this hasn’t always been the case for me, it’s mainly been

since I had my rights taken away and was taken to hospital under the mental health act

(section 136 Mental Health act) it was the right thing for that situation especially because at the

time of this incident I was stood on a bridge with every intention on jumping off, and I would

have done if the police hadn’t removed me from it.I am very grateful for everything they did for

me that day, even though at the time I wasn’t good, I was a horrible person to be around, if they

hadn’t stopped me that day I wouldn’t be here today, and that right there is the most terrifying

thought, it brings me to tears thinking about how bad things got then and to be honest I’m

determined not to ever reach that point again. However, while I appreciate what they did for me

on that day I feel like since then they’ve abused this power between January 2017 and March

2017 I was detained under the mental health act by police 17 times, majority of them I do not

agree with as a lot of the time I was just out walking late to clear my head, and while I respect

that they are not trained to deal with mental health, I feel that their powers under the mental

health act was abused.I’ve got quite an extensive amount of experience with both police and

ambulance crews, and I will say that on the whole they are quite supportive (most of the time)

I’ve had some very traumatizing experience with both of them, police while they are not trained

in mental health tend to be quite supportive a lot of the time they are more supportive than

NHS workers, and try to help best they can, I find that ambulance crews can be difficult,

because they lack sympathy to those who are suicidal, obviously I can’t talk on behalf of all of

them I can speak only from personal experience that they’ve often treated me horribly, like I

was asking to be in this position, I had one of them say I was abusing the system, and then

removed forcefully out of my flat by police at the crews request under the mental capacity act.
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Callum C, “Finished it in one sitting. A great read for anyone!. Despite being a amatuer writer,

review writing is not a thing I am particularly good at.To get the one nit pick out of the way, the

grammar is not right sometimes. Only noticeable somewhat by English enthusiasts (couldn't

think of another word ha) so not a big deal overallGetting to the meat of it, it is an engaging

and yes kind of hard hitting read. You get to know Lydia quite well and learn of some of her

experiences which while she admits were not good were necessary usually.She writes down

her genuine feelings about this all and doesn't bog the book down with life drama, we get what
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is needed for context and no more. The traumati childhood portion doesn't feel invasive like

some books and I like that.The book tells/shows us the all to true reality of mentalhealth in her

case and others. Serenity's story and the poems are a neat addition too.My favourite parts are

the hospital and sectioned parts. The diary entries are for real and hard hitting (some parts

especially). Still it has its other less blunt if a bit out there parts such as Lydia's wanna be

escape plan. So overall a hard read even for me who has been at the points Lydia has (well

with suicide at least). I don't know about you but i am glad the content is at it is and not as

graphic as other books but that might just be me liking this style of book Lydia has done.I really

do mean what i said in the title of this review this book could be read and enjoyed by anyone

(within reason of course). I am sorry this review can't reinforce that point as much as I wish.So

yes I do heartily recommend this book to all even the slightest bit interested and I am sure the

next one will be just as good if not better! Day one purchase for me :)To the author: Good job

Lydia, good luck in the writing of the rest of the 2nd book! Looking forward to it.”

Carol, “This is Real Life and sometimes it sucksØ=Þ". I was hooked from page 1. I have battled with

depression for years and your book moved me. Well done you ”
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